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Abstract—Image-reject mixers (IRMs) play an important role in
microwave and millimeter-wave receivers to eliminate the interfer-
ence from the image frequency. The keys to realizing a wideband
IRM are the precise 90° phase shifting and parallel frequency
mixing within a large operational frequency range. In this pa-
per, we propose and demonstrate a novel photonic scheme that
can perform simultaneously wideband 90° phase shifting and par-
allel frequency mixing based on a dual-polarization dual-drive
Mach–Zehnder modulator and an optical filter. An IRM is thus
implemented. A proof-of-concept experiment is carried out. The
experimental results show that the image rejection ratio of the pro-
posed IRM reaches ∼60 dB, when the RF and LO frequencies are
tuned in a frequency range of 10–40 GHz. In addition, since the
optical filter is employed to select only the two +first-order RF
and LO sidebands, the unwanted mixing spurs are all suppressed
below the noise floor.

Index Terms—I/Q mixer, image reject mixer, mixer, microwave
photonics, phase shifter.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE frequency downconverter is one of the most important
components of today’s microwave and millimeter-wave

receiver, through which an RF signal with a frequency of ωRF
is multiplied with a local oscillator (LO) signal at a frequency
of ωLO to produce an intermediate frequency (IF) signal at
ωIF = ωRF−ωLO . Although the frequency downconversion has
been performed in the electrical domain for decades, photonic
microwave downconverters have recently garnered significant
interest from researchers and developers due to the advan-
tages offered by the photonic technologies in terms of large
bandwidth, high isolation, and immunity to electromagnetic
interference [1]–[9].

Previously, the most common method to perform photonic
microwave mixing has been based on the external modulation
by two cascaded intensity modulators [1]. The principle is that
when an optical carrier is modulated by the RF and LO signals
in series, various RF and LO sidebands around the optical car-
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rier would be produced. Due to the frequency-beating between
the first-order RF and LO sidebands at a photodetector (PD),
the downconverted IF signal could be obtained. Although this
photonic microwave mixer has the advantage of very high iso-
lation between the RF and LO ports, it can only achieve the
simplest single-ended mixing, facing problems such as poor
image rejection and mixing spur suppression.

The image is the input noise or interference signal at the
frequency of ωIM = ωLO−ωIF . If the image is sent to the
frequency downconverter together with the useful RF signal,
an unwanted frequency component with a frequency of ωIF ′ =
ωLO − ωIM is generated. Since ωIF ′ is identical to ωIF , the
undesirable signal downconverted from the image cannot be
separated through electrical filtering.

To realize the image rejection, a quite straight-forward way
is pre-filtering of the input electrical or optical signal using an
electrical filter [10] or an optical filter [11]. Similar to the filter-
based methods employed in the pure-electrical image-reject
mixer (IRM), this kind of method cannot support wide band-
width operation. In addition, because the slope of the filter must
be sharp enough to suppress the image without affecting the
wanted signal, the method cannot work when the IF frequency
is very low.

The phase cancellation method [12], [13], e.g., the Hartley
method, is another effective scheme to realize image rejection
mixing. The basic idea of this method is to obtain a pair of
quadrature IF outputs by introducing a pair of quadrature LO
signals to two parallel single-ended frequency mixers. When
using an electrical quadrature hybrid coupler to combine the
two IF outputs, the image would be suppressed because the
two unwanted IF signals downconverted from the image are out
of phase while the desired components are in phase [14]. The
key component in the phase-cancellation-method based IRM is
the electrical quadrature hybrid for generation of the quadra-
ture LO signals, which must be operated in the RF band. The
state-of-the-art electrical quadrature hybrid, however, cannot
produce a precise 90° phase difference across a wide frequency
range (especially in the high-frequency regime), resulting in
a small operational bandwidth or a low image rejection ratio
of the IRM.

The mixing spurs are located at the frequencies of nωRF ±
mωLO , which are generated by the nonlinearity of the mixer.
The existence of the mixing spurs would restrict the opera-
tional bandwidth of the designed frequency mixer, since the
input signal should be restricted to a relatively narrow fre-
quency range to avoid the output frequency aliasing. Mixing
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spur suppression is usually implemented by removing the use-
less optical components before photodetection [15]. For exam-
ple, the carrier-suppression modulation in [16] efficiently sup-
pressed the carrier-related mixing spurs, especially the RF and
LO leakages. By suppressing one of the first-order sidebands,
the sideband spurs can be further reduced [17]. Parallel optical
filtering, which select only the two +first- or −first-order RF
and LO sidebands, is another effective way to suppress mixing
spurs [18], but two electro-optic modulators and two narrow-
band optical filters are required, leading to a complex and bulky
system. Moreover, it should be noted that most of the existing
photonic microwave mixers can achieve either image rejection
or mixing-spur suppression, but not both. Recently, we proposed
a reconfigurable photonic microwave mixer which can realize
simultaneously image rejection and mixing-spur suppression
[19]. However, like the mixers demonstrated in [18], parallel
modulations, filtering, and amplifications are required.

In this paper, a novel photonic microwave IRM using a
dual-polarization dual-drive Mach–Zehnder modulator (DPol-
DMZM) and an optical bandpass filter (OBPF) is proposed and
demonstrated. Each sub-DMZM can perform single-ended mix-
ing [16], and the sub-DMZM together with the OBPF realizes a
photonic microwave phase shifter. By adjusting the phase shift
via tuning the bias voltage of the sub-DMZM [20], a precise 90°
optical phase shift is introduced between the two parallel single-
ended mixers formed by the two sub-DMZMs. With a low-
frequency electrical quadrature hybrid coupler to combine the
IF outputs of the two single-ended mixers, a phase-cancellation-
based IRM is realized. In addition, the OBPF in the photonic
microwave phase shifter can remove most of the undesirable
sidebands, leading to large suppression of the mixing spurs.
A numerical analysis and a proof-of-concept experiment are
conducted. The measured results show that the image-rejection
ratio is ∼60 dB when the RF/LO frequency is tuned in a fre-
quency range of 10–40 GHz. Besides, only the useful IF signal
is obtained at the output of the proposed IRM, and all the mix-
ing spurs are suppressed below the noise floor. Compared to the
photonic IRMs [10]–[13] demonstrated before, a significant im-
provement of the proposed approach is that no high-frequency
electrical 90° hybrid is necessary thanks to the wideband pho-
tonic method for achieving a microwave phase shift [20]. In
addition, since only a single electro-optic modulator is used
for parallel modulation, an OBPF and an optical amplifier are
enough for the filtering and amplification of both the RF and
LO sidebands, resulting in a much simpler structure than those
in [12], [13], [18], [19].

II. PRINCIPLE

A. System Structure

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed pho-
tonic IRM. An optical carrier from a laser diode (LD) is sent
to a DPol-DMZM via a polarization controller (PC, PC1).
The DPol-DMZM is an integrated device which consists of
a polarization beam splitter (PBS), two sub-DMZMs (DMZM1
and DMZM2), and a polarization beam combiner (PBC). The
detailed structure is shown in the dashed box in Fig. 1. In the

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed photonic IRM. LD: laser diode;
PC: polarization controller; DPol-DMZM: dual-polarization dual-drive Mach-
Zehnder modulator; OBPF: optical bandpass filter; EDFA: erbium-doped fiber
amplifier; PD: photodetector; PBS: polarization beam splitter; PBC: polarization
beam combiner. Inset: photograph of the DPol-DMZM.

DPol-DMZM, the optical carrier is first split into two orthogonal
branches (X- and Y-polarizations) by the PBS, then sent to the
two respective sub-DMZMs. The received signal (including the
useful RF signal and useless image) is split into two equal parts
and introduced to one of the respective RF ports of DMZM1
and DMZM2. At the same time, an LO signal is split into two
equal portions and applied to the other respective RF ports of
DMZM1 and DMZM2. The optical signals from the two or-
thogonal branches are then combined by the PBC, and sent to
an OBPF, by which the +first-order RF and LO sidebands are
selected. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is inserted to
compensate the system loss. The amplified signal is sent to PC2
and PBS2, which is demultiplexed into two orthogonal portions
and detected by two PDs (PD1 and PD2). When adjusting the
bias voltage applied to one of the sub-MZMs, e.g., DMZM2 in
Fig. 1, a 90° phase shift would be introduced to the IF signal ob-
tained by PD2 [20]. In this way, the output IF signals of the two
PDs can be in quadrature. As a result, a photonic microwave
I/Q mixer is obtained. To realize image-reject mixing, a low-
frequency electrical 90° hybrid at the IF-band is employed to
combine the two quadrature outputs of the I/Q mixer.

B. DMZM-Based Single-Ended Frequency Mixer

Taking use of polarization multiplexing in the DPol-DMZM
and polarization demultiplexing by PC2 and PBS2, the proposed
mixer can be viewed as two parallel single-ended frequency
mixers based on DMZMs [16]. Each frequency mixer contains
the LD, a sub-DMZM, the OBPF, the EDFA and a PD. If the
difference between the unmodulated phases in the two arms of
the DMZM is zero, the output optical signal of the DMZM is
given by

Ex =
√

Pin

2
√

tM exp (jωct) · [exp (jβRF cos (ωRF t))

+ exp (jβLO cos (ωLO t))] (1)

where ωc , ωRF and ωLO are the angular frequencies of the
optical carrier, RF and LO signals, respectively, Pin is the in-
put power of the optical carrier, tM is the insertion loss of the
DMZM, βRF and βLO are the modulation indexes at the two
arms of the DMZM. Under small signal modulation, (1) can be
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the experiment setup of the proposed IRM.

expanded as

Ex =
√

Pin

2
√

tM {[J0 (βRF) + J0 (βLO)] exp (jωct)

+ [jJ1 (βRF) exp (j (ωc − ωRF) t) + jJ1 (βRF)

exp (j (ωc + ωRF) t)]

+ [jJ1 (βLO) exp (j (ωc − ωLO) t) + jJ1 (βLO)

exp (j (ωc + ωLO) t)]} . (2)

Through the OBPF, only the two +first-order sidebands are
selected, we obtain

Ex =
√

Pin

2
√

tM tF [jJ1 (βRF) exp (j (ωc + ωRF) t)

+ jJ1 (βLO) exp (j (ωc + ωLO) t)] (3)

where tF is the insertion loss of the OBPF. When the optical
signal in (3) is amplified by the EDFA and detected by the PD,
the obtained ac term of the detected photocurrent is given by

ix=
Pin

2
�tM tFG · J1 (βRF) J1 (βLO) cos [(ωRF − ωLO) t]

(4)
where G is the gain of the EDFA and � is the responsivity of
the PD. From (4), the downconverted IF signal is obtained at
the output of the PD. Besides, since only the two +first-order
sidebands are applied to the PD, the unwanted mixing spurs are
significantly suppressed.

C. Photonic Microwave Phase Shifter

The bias voltage of the sub-DMZM can be adjusted to tune the
phase of the downconverted signal. If there is a phase difference
between the two arms of the DMZM, (3) can be rewritten as

Ey =
√

Pin

2
√

tM tF [jJ1 (βRF) exp (j (ωc + ωRF) t)

+ jJ1 (βLO) exp (j (ωc + ωLO) t + jφ)] (5)

where φ = πVbias /Vπ is the phase difference between the two
arms of the DMZM, Vbias is the bias voltage and Vπ is the half-
wave voltage of the DMZM. After optical amplification by the
EDFA and photodetection by the PD, the obtained ac term of

the detected photocurrent is given by

iy =
Pin

2
�tM tF G · J1 (βRF ) J1 (βLO ) cos [(ωRF − ωLO ) t − φ] .

(6)
Compared to the signal in (4), the optical phase difference

introduced by the bias voltage in (5) is mapped to the microwave
phase shift of the frequency-downconverted IF signal.

D. Image-Reject Mixing

According to the principle of the Hartley method [14], to
realize the image rejection, the bias voltage applied to one of the
two sub-DMZMs (DMZM2 for example) in the DPol-DMZM
is adjusted to let φ = π/2. When the useful RF signal and the
unwanted image are both applied to the proposed IRM, the
outputs of PD1 and PD2 are[

ix
iy

]
=

Pin

2
�tM tFG

·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

J1 (βRF) J0 (βIM ) J1 (βLO) cos [(ωRF − ωLO) t]
+J1 (βIM ) J0 (βRF) J1 (βLO) cos [(ωLO − ωIM ) t]

J1 (βRF) J0 (βIM ) J1 (βLO) sin [(ωRF − ωLO) t]
−J1 (βIM ) J0 (βRF) J1 (βLO) sin [(ωLO − ωIM ) t]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦(7)

where ωRF and ωIM are the angular frequencies of the useful
RF signal and the unwanted image (ωRF−ωLO = ωLO−ωIM )
and βIM is the modulation index related to the amplitude of the
image. As can be seen, the IF signals downconverted from the
useful RF signal are quadrature and have the same sign, while
the IF signals downconverted from the image are in quadrature
but have the opposite signs. If a low-frequency electrical 90°
hybrid is employed to combine the two quadrature outputs in
Eq. (7), the combined signal can be written as

i =
Pin

2
�tM tF tHG ·

{J1 (βRF) J0 (βIM )J1 (βLO) [cos [(ωRF − ωLO) t]

+ sin [(ωRF − ωLO) t + π/π2]]

+J1 (βIM ) J0 (βRF) J1 (βLO) [cos [(ωLO − ωIM ) t]

− sin [(ωLO − ωIM ) t + π/2]]}
= Pi�tM tF tHG · J1 (βRF) J0 (βIM ) J1 (βLO)

× cos [(ωRF − ωLO) t] (8)

where tH is the insertion loss of the electrical 90° hybrid coupler.
As can be seen from (8), the IF signal downconverted from the
image is suppressed.

Thanks to the wideband photonic microwave phase shifter,
no high-frequency electrical 90° hybrid coupler is needed. The
phase shift can be adjusted to be precisely 90°, which is almost
frequency independent. In addition, the photonic microwave
phase shifter in the proposed IRM is voltage-controlled, so a
feed-back circuit can guarantee the best possible image-reject
performance. Since the optical filter only selects useful side-
bands, the mixing spurs can be effectively suppressed. Fur-
thermore, only a single integrated modulator is applied in the
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE MAIN DEVICES IN THE EXPERIMENT SETUP

Symbol Parameter Value

Pin input optical power 16 dBm
tM insertion loss of the DPol-DMZM 13 dB
tF insertion loss of the OBPF 12 dB
� PD responsivity 0.65 A/W
G gain of EDFA 20 dB
βR F , IM RF/image modulation index 0.35
βL O LO modulation index 0.4
RL equivalent PD load resistance 50 Ω
tH Insertion loss of the electrical hybrid coupler 3 dB

proposed IRM, making it simpler and more compact than other
ones [10]–[13], [19].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSES

A proof-of-concept experiment based on the configuration
shown in Fig. 1 is carried out. The photograph of the experi-
ment setup of the proposed IRM is shown in Fig. 2, and the main
parameters of the devices are listed in Table I. An optical carrier
with a wavelength of 1551 nm and a power of 16 dBm is gener-
ated by an LD and sent to a DPol-DMZM (Fujitsu FTM7980)
via a PC. An RF signal generated by a vector signal generator
(Agilent E8267D) and an LO signal produced by an analog sig-
nal generator (Agilent E8257D) are both split into two equals by
two electrical power splitters, respectively. One part of the RF
signal and one part of the LO signal are sent to the RF ports of
DMZM1, and the other parts of RF and LO signals are applied
to DMZM2. An OBPF (Yenista XTM-50) is used to select the
+first-order sidebands. The output signal from the OBPF is po-
larization demultiplexed by PC2 and PBS2. Then, two identical
PDs with bandwidths of 45 GHz and responsivities of 0.65 A/W
(u2t 2120RA) are employed for photodetection. The two output
signals of PD1 and PD2 are combined by a low-frequency elec-
trical 90° hybrid. The pigtails of the DPol-DMZM and PBS2 are
polarization maintaining fibers and others are standard single-
mode fibers. The optical spectrum is measured by an optical
spectrum analyzer (YOKOGAWA AQ6370C) and the electrical
spectrum is observed by a 43-GHz electrical signal analyzer
(Agilent N9030A). In addition, a 32-GHz four-channel digital
oscilloscope (Agilent DSO-X 92504A) is used to measure the
electrical waveforms.

A. Polarization Multiplexing and De-Multiplexing

The theoretical analysis presented in Section II is based on
the assumption that the modulated optical signal at the output
of the DPol-DMZM can be effectively demultiplexed by PC2
and PBS2 before photodetection. This is of great importance to
implement independent parallel modulation by using a single
DPol-DMZM. Therefore, in the first step, the performance of
polarization multiplexing and demultiplexing is studied. The
frequencies of the RF and LO signals are set to be 21 and
20 GHz, respectively. The polarization multiplexing is realized
in the DPol-DMZM. Fig. 3 shows the optical spectra of the

Fig. 3. Optical spectra of the optical signals before (dash-dotted line) and
after (solid line) the OBPF. Dashed line: filter response.

Fig. 4. Optical spectra measured at the outputs of PBS2 when (a) DMZM2 or
(b) DMZM1 is undriven.

Fig. 5. Electrical waveforms obtained by PD1 and PD2 when (a) DMZM2 or
(b) DMZM1 is undriven.

signals before and after the OBPF. The transmission response
of the OBPF is also plotted as the dashed line. Due to the
high roll-off factor of the OBPF (500 dB/nm), only the positive
sidebands are selected and the optical carrier is suppressed by
more than 70 dB. After optical amplification by the EDFA,
the polarization-multiplexed signal is sent to PC2 and PBS2.
Fig. 4(a) shows the optical spectrum when the RF and LO signals
are only applied to DMZM1. As can be seen, the Y-polarized
optical signal is nearly unmodulated, and the power of the optical
sidebands are more than 30 dB lower than that of the X-polarized
optical signal. If the two orthogonal outputs of PBS2 are sent
to PD1 and PD2, respectively, the waveforms of the obtained
IF signals are shown in Fig. 5(a). As marked by the solid line,
the frequency-converted signal is only observed at the output of
PD1.

Similarly, when the RF and LO signals are applied to DMZM2
only, the measured optical spectra are presented in Fig. 4(b). As
compared with the spectra in Fig. 4(a), the X-polarized optical
signal is nearly unmodulated, and its power is about 30-dB
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Fig. 6. (a)–(d) Electrical waveforms of the IF signals measured at the output
of PD2 with different phase shifts, and (e) the phase shift versus the dc bias
voltage applied to DMZM2.

lower than that of the Y-polarized signal. Fig. 5(b) shows the cor-
responding electrical waveforms from the two PDs, indicating
again that the optical signal could be efficiently demultiplexed.

B. Photonic Microwave Phase Shifting

The photonic microwave phase shifter is the key component
to realize image-reject mixing. As can be seen from the electrical
waveforms in Fig. 5(a) and (b), the obtained two IF signals are
nearly in phase, if no bias voltage is applied to the sub-DMZMs.
To achieve the image rejection, a 90° phase difference should
be introduced between the two output IF signals. To do so, in
the proposed IRM, the bias voltage of DMZM2 is adjusted to
change the phase of the IF signal obtained by PD2. Fig. 6(a)–(d)
show the electrical waveforms of the IF signals output from PD2
when the bias voltage applied to DMZM2 is adjusted. As can be
seen, a phase shift within 0–360° is successfully introduced to
the Y-polarized output. The phase shift versus the dc bias voltage
applied to DMZM2 is also shown in Fig. 6(e). The phase shift
increases linearly with the bias voltage applied to DMZM2 over
a full 360° phase tuning range when the bias voltage changes
from 0 to 10 V. Therefore, a photonic microwave phase shifter
is performed in the proposed IRM. It should be noted that the
amplitude of the IF signal keeps unchanged when the phase
shift is changed. Meanwhile, since the bias voltage is only ap-
plied to DMZM2, only the IF signal obtained by PD2 would be
phase shifted and the phase of the IF signal obtained from the
X-polarized branch keeps unchanged.

C. Image-Reject Mixing With Spurs Suppression

Taking use of the photonic microwave phase shifter, a quadra-
ture phase difference is introduced between the IF signals ob-
tained from the X- and Y-polarized branches. Fig. 7(a) shows the
measured waveforms of the obtained IF signals. As can be seen,
a pair of IF signals with same amplitude and quadrature phase
shift are obtained. When the two IF signals are combined by the
low-frequency electrical 90° hybrid, the waveform of the com-
bined signal is shown in Fig. 7(b). When the frequency of the
RF signal is changed to the image frequency (i.e., 19 GHz), the
waveforms of the two IF signals from the two PDs are shown
in Fig. 8(a). As compared with the waveforms in Fig. 7(a),
although the two signals are still in quadrature, the IF signal

Fig. 7. Waveforms of the IF signals output from (a) PD1 and PD2, and (b) the
proposed IRM when the useful RF signal is applied.

Fig. 8. Waveforms of the IF signals output from (a) PD1 and PD2, and (b) the
proposed IRM when the unwanted image is applied.

Fig. 9. Electrical spectra of the IF signals downconverted from the useful RF
signal (solid line) and the image (dashed line) within the frequency span of
(a)100 MHz and (b) 40 GHz.

from the Y-polarized branch is shifted by 180°, which agrees
well with Eq. (7) in Section II. Fig. 8(b) presents the waveform
of the IF signal output from the proposed IRM when the two sig-
nals in Fig. 8(a) are combined by the same electrical 90° hybrid.
As can be seen, the amplitude of the waveform is nearly zero.

The electrical spectra of the IF signals downconverted from
the 20 GHz RF signal and the 19 GHz image are depicted in Fig.
9(a). As can be seen, the power of the IF signal downconverted
from the unwanted 20-GHz RF signal (the solid line) is about
–20 dBm. Taking the parameters in Table I to Eq. (8), we can cal-
culate that the power of the obtained IF signal is about –18 dBm.
Considering that the insertion losses of the optical connectors
which is not listed in Table I, the experimental result agrees
with the theoretical calculation. On the other hand, the IF signal
downconverted from the unwanted 19-GHz image (the dashed
line) is below –80 dBm. As a result, an image suppression ratio
of more than 60 dB is successfully achieved. The image-reject
ratio of the proposed IRM is much larger than the commercially-
available electrical IRM, which is typically around 30 dB [22].
To show the mixing spurs suppression performance, an electri-
cal spectrum within the full-span frequency range (0–40 GHz)
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Fig. 10. Spectra of IF signals carrying 50-Mbaud QAM downconverted from
(a) the useful RF signal, and (b) the image. (Inset: constellation diagram of the
demodulated QAM signal).

Fig. 11. Image-reject ratio versus the frequency of (a) the output IF signal
when the LO frequency is fixed at 20 GHz and (b) the input LO signal when the
IF frequency is fixed at 1 GHz. IRR: Image-reject ratio.

of the electrical spectrum analyser is measured and presented in
Fig. 9(b). Obviously, only the IF component could be observed
within the 40-GHz span, indicating that the mixing spurs have
been significantly suppressed.

Then, a 21-GHz RF signal carrying a 50-MBd 16-quadrature-
amplitude-modulation (QAM) data is served as the RF signal
applied to the proposed IRM. The spectrum of the IF signal
downconverted by the proposed IRM is shown in Fig. 10(a),
and the corresponding constellation diagram of the demodulated
16-QAM signal is shown as the inset in Fig. 10(a). The error
vector magnitude evaluated by 1000 symbols is lower than 2.0%,
which shows a good frequency conversion performance of the
proposed IRM. Fig. 10(b) shows the electrical spectrum of the
downconverted IF signal when the carrier frequency is changed
to be the image frequency. The constellation diagram of the
demodulated 16-QAM signal is also shown as the inset in Fig.
10(b). As can be seen, the data signal is highly suppressed,
indicating that wideband image rejection is realized.

To investigate the performance of the proposed IRM working
at different frequencies, the frequencies of the RF and LO signals
are changed. Fig. 11(a) shows the image-reject ratio versus the
frequency of the output IF signals, when the LO frequency is
fixed at 20 GHz and the RF frequency is tuned from 20–25 GHz.
As can be seen from Fig. 11(a), image-reject ratio around 60 dB
is achieved. Fig. 11(b) shows the image-reject ratio when the
LO signal is changed from 10–40 GHz and the IF frequency
is fixed at 1 GHz. Again, high image-reject ratio is realized at
all these frequencies, demonstrating that the bandwidth of the
proposed IRM is large.

The conversion efficiency of the proposed IRM is about
−20 dB. Since only the two useful +first-order sidebands are
selected by the OBPF, an effective optical amplification can

be realized by increase the gain of the EDFA, leading to an
improved conversion efficiency [5].

The performance of the optical filters would affect not only
the suppression of mixing spurs but also the bandwidth of the
proposed IRM. The lower-limit of the RF/LO bandwidth of the
proposed IRM is related to the roll-off slope of the optical filters
[21], and the upper-limit is dependent on the bandwidths of
the modulator and PDs. In the proposed IRM, the operational
bandwidth is about 10–40 GHz, since the roll-off factor of the
OBPF is about 500 dB/nm [21].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed and demonstrated a novel
photonic IRM based on a photonic microwave phase shifter
using a DPol-DMZM and an OBPF. A theoretical analysis was
performed and a proof-of-concept experiment was carried out.
A microwave phase shifter with a tuning range of 0–360° was
first realized by adjusting the bias voltage applied to the DPol-
DMZM, then, by precisely setting the phase shift of the photonic
microwave phase shifter, an IRM with an image-reject ratio of
∼60 dB was achieved when the RF/LO frequency was within
10–40 GHz. In addition, since only the two useful + first-order
sidebands were selected by the OBPF before sending to the PDs,
the unwanted mixing spurs were suppressed below the noise.
The proposed mixer can find applications in future broadband
and multifunctional microwave photonic systems.
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